IndiGo reaches 200 million passengers mark
National, December 21, 2017: Adding yet another milestone to its credit, IndiGo, country’s largest and
the fastest-growing carrier, flew its 200 millionth passenger thereby reaching another historic
milestone in eleven years of operations. The 200 millionth passenger - Ms Bheeni Kapur who flew from
Delhi on IndiGo flight 6E-6929 - was greeted by IndiGo staff on checking in at Delhi airport with a
boarding card placard, a bouquet and a hamper of goodies. On board the flight, IndiGo made a special
announcement to recognize its 200 millionth passenger Ms Kapur who also received a complimentary
on-board meal box.
After our 200 millionth passenger took off today, every following customer received a thank you card
at the boarding gates across stations. The milestone underlines IndiGo’s position as the country’s
largest and fastest-growing carrier with 149 Airplanes including 1 ATR aircraft connecting 49
destinations.
Commenting on this feat, Mr. Aditya Ghosh, President and Whole-time Director, IndiGo said, “This is a
very special moment for us at IndiGo. The achievement comes within eleven years of operations. This
milestone would not have been possible without the support of our customers and the collective efforts
of each and every member of team IndiGo. I would like to thank Ms. Kapur and all the hundred million
passengers who choose to fly with us. We shall continue to serve our valuable customers through our
on-time, hassle-free and affordable services.”

About IndiGo
IndiGo is India's largest airline with a market share of 39% as of November 2017. IndiGo is one of the
fastest growing low cost carrier in the world (source: CAPA). IndiGo has a simple philosophy: offer fares
that are always low, flights that are on time, and a travel experience that is courteous and hassle-free.
IndiGo, with a Technical Dispatch Reliability of 99.85% (for quarter ended June 30, 2017) has one of the
best On Time Performances in India. With its fleet of 149 Airbus A320 family aircraft, the airline operates
over 900 daily flights connecting 47 destinations.
IndiGo is led by its President and Whole-time Director, Aditya Ghosh and is promoted by InterGlobe
Enterprises and Mr. Rakesh Gangwal, an aviation industry veteran and entrepreneur. InterGlobe
Enterprises is a leader in aviation, hospitality and travel related services‚ growing the market through
innovation and service leadership. We build businesses and represent global brands that deliver quality
and value. Established in 1989‚ with headquarters in Gurgaon‚ today InterGlobe has a network of 126
offices across 60 cities globally. InterGlobe employs more than 25,000 professionals across its
businesses which include IndiGo Airlines (InterGlobe Aviation), InterGlobe Technologies, InterGlobe
Hotels, InterGlobe Air Transport, InterGlobe Technology Quotient‚ CAE Simulation Training Private
Limited (Advanced Pilot Training), InterGlobe Education (School for Aircraft Maintenance Engineering)
and InterGlobe Real Estate.
(www.interglobe.com).
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